WARNING MESSAGES

We have today some VERY QUEER "WARNING!" MESSAGES. What do we mean? We have two things very DEAR and NEAR to the HEART of every one on this EARTH. No GENDER, no COLOR matters.

WHAT IS IT - ???

How do you relate yourself to SEX? How do you relate yourself to RELIGION? You will find you are very much ALONE-!!! It DOES come down to an "INDIVIDUAL" matter: No matter how many claim SALVATION is a "COMMUNITY!" affair. What does that mean? It means when you finally face the "JUDGE!" (Or the "COURT!") you will find EACH MEMBER of that COMMUNE GROUP - ORGANIZATION - PARTY - must face the COURT "ALONE!" That PRIEST - RABBI - LEADER - PREACHER - GURU - who had so much to say about you "JOINING!" his "ORGANIZATION!" to be "SAVED!" will be NOWHERE'S-TO-BE-FOUND to MEDIATE YOUR CASE come "JUDGMENT DAY!" You are "ON-YOUR-OWN!" Are we your "DEADLY ENEMIES!" if we tell you:

"We should INDIVIDUALLY seek to obtain NEW VICTORY EVERY DAY! (THE "DAILY!") "THERE IS NO OTHER "DAILY!" We must learn to stand ALONE...The SOONER we learn this - the BETTER!" EW 105,210. "I saw that some would have to walk the straight path - ALONE. Their COMPANIONS and CHILDREN will not walk the SELF-DENYING PATHWAY WITH THEM...BUT NEVER YIELD THE TRUTH to please ANY ONE! Be DECIDED, be FIXED, be ESTABLISHED, be NOT of a DOUBTFUL MIND. But if your COMPANIONS and CHILDREN will not come... They should have your PITY, for this world is all the "HEAVEN!" they will have...GOD RAISES UP "OTHERS!" who come up and fill their PLACES and take their CROWNS!" SG 2:206-8.

THE THOUGHT HERE IS:

NO MATTER IF YOU FAILED IN THE PAST - AND EVEN IF YOUR FAMILY FAILED BECAUSE OF YOU - and now that you want to FORGET THE PAST - and God has called you to REFORM - but
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your FAMILY LIKES IT the way you LED - does that really MAT-
TER-??? Would you HELP them by going along with THEM and
the OLD LIFE-??? GOD IS ABLE TO RAISE UP OF THESE
STONES A "NATION!" that:

"KEEP THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD, AND THE FAITH OF
JESUS!" (Not "YAHWEH!") "THE FAITH OF JESUS!" AND
"THIS!" MESSAGE IS THE "LAST!" TO BE GIVEN BEFORE THE
COMING OF THE LORD!" GC 454. APOSTATE CHURCH LEAD-
ERS WILL BEAT THEIR TOM-TOMS for a "ONE-IDEA!" MONO-
MANIASM as being "THE LAST MESSAGE!" and ride a HOBBY-
HORSE to DEATH! Why could not the "LAST MESSAGE!" be
COMPLEX - not point to a FINGER and call it "THE HAND!
"LOVE!" may be "THE LAST MESSAGE!" but "...they speak of
their "LOVE" for God. But God does not recognize their
"LOVE!" for it is a DELUSION of the ENEMY!" EV. 597.

"LOVE NOT...!!!"

"LOVE NOT...!!!" is also "THE LAST MESSAGE!" "LOVE NOT the
World, neither the things that are IN the World." 1 JOHN 2:15.
"Ye ADULTERERS and ADULTERESSES, know ye not that the
FRIENDSHIP of the World is "ENMITY!" with GOD-??? Whoso-
ever therefore WILL BE a "FRIEND!" of the World - IS-THE-
ENEMY-OF-GOD!" JAMES 4:4.

NO - !!!

NO-!!! This message will NOT be POPULAR with the PRESIDENT
of YOUR CONFERENCE - he and his MINIONS will HATE it with
"UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" and do ALL in their POWER to DE-
NOUNCE IT!

ALL YOUR CHURCH LEADERS SEEM TO KNOW -

IS "LOVE!" and "UNITY!"

But a HARLOT and the WHORES of "FOLLYWOOD!" have the
SAME PHILOSOPHY - they SING it - they DANCE it - they
PRACTICE it - and over 75% end up "SUICIDES!" THEY-DID-
NOT-FIND-IT-!!!

IN OUR QUEST FOR "LOVE!" - "GOD IS LOVE-!!!"

WHAT TOOK SATAN BY "OVERWHELMING SURPRISE!" He
found WITHOUT GOD AND HIS COMMANDMENTS - there is "NO
LOVE!" He found what was NOT in Heaven - and this the UNI-
VERSE has to LEARN. And this, ALSO, is "THE LAST MES-
SAGE!"
"THE CONTEST IS BETWEEN "THE COMMANDMENTS OF GOD!"

AND "THE COMMANDMENTS OF MEN!" T5:81.

"IN THE "LAST!" SOLEMN WORK - FEW "GREAT MEN!" WILL BE
ENGAGED...HE CANNOT USE THEM-!!!" T5:80.

WHY NOT - ???

BECAUSE they are beating their TOM–TOMS for "LOVE!" and
"UNITY!" They seem to know NOTHING ELSE - !!! That is in no
way compatible with "COME APART AND BE YE SEPARATE!"
But they will FIGHT that to the DEATH-!!!

THIS, ALSO IS "THE LAST MESSAGE!"

"...THE LORD CHOSE "OTHERS!"...AND THEN THESE LEADERS,
in the BLINDNESS of their MINDS, give full sway to what is
SUPPOSED TO BE "RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION!" against the ones
who had SET ASIDE "CHERISHED FABLES!"

"CHERISHED FABLES!"

WE ARE GOING TO GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!" in the LAST "AD-
VENTIST REVIEWS!" and the "COLIN STANDISH!" and "JOHN
GROSBOIL!" PUBLICATIONS (EVEN "FORD!") have all with one
accord picked up the SAME JUNGLE BEAT in "LOWER ADVEN-
TOSIA!"

"WE ARE ON OUR WAY TO GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!"
"OF THIS THERE ISN'T ANY DOUBT-!!!"
"WE'LL GIVE IT WITH ONE UNITED SHOUT!"
"THE MULTITUDES WILL COME FROM COASTS AFAR!"
"THEY'LL COME JUST AS THEY ARE!"
"BY PLANE, BY JET, BY TRUCK AND EVEN BY CAR!"

YOU DENY THIS AND "THE POPULAR MINISTRY, like the PHARI-
SEES of Old, FILLED WITH ANGER as their "AUTHORITY!" is
QUESTIONED, will DENOUNCE the "MESSAGE!" as of SATAN,
and stir up the SIN–LOVING MULTITUDES! (YES! THEY WON
THE "MULTITUDES!" BUT WHAT KIND-???) to REVILE and PER-
SECUTE those who proclaim it..."THE CHURCH!" appeals to the
STRONG ARM of CIVIL POWER, and in this work..." GC 607.
"PAPISTS are SOLICITED (BY ADVENTIST SOLICITORS!) to
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come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS!" 1884 GC 425. (NEXT PAGE - ADVENTISTS KEEP SUNDAY!" RAMIK IT THROUGH!)

"PLEASURE-LOVERS may have their NAMES upon the CHURCH RECORDS..."FROM SUCH TURN AWAY!" 1884 GC 295. "Those of this class who are APT and INTELLIGENT will serve as DECOYS...MANY will not fear their "INFLUENCE!" because they PROFESS the SAME FAITH!" 1884 GC 339.

"WHO'S GOT THE TRUTH - ???

A 272-page BOOK by "MARTIN WEBER" who lines up MORRIS VENDEN - GEORGE KNIGHT - JACK SEQUEIRA - RALPH LARSON - GRAHAM MAXWELL. "FIVE DIFFERENT ADVENTIST GOSPELS!" and MARK WEBER is the SUPREME and FINAL "AUTHORITY!" to show who is RIGHT and who is WRONG.

"CALVARY CONNECTION" POB 339, COLUMBIA, MD 21045. U.S. $11.95 EACH PLUS $3.00 SHIPPING ANYWHERE.

Before ANN obtained this BOOK for me by what he wrote in "MINISTRY!" that suited FOLKENBERG and WM. JOHNSSON so well they had to get him to write for THEM in the "REVIEWS!" Thus building up his EGO and ARROGANCE. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO is READ THE LAST CHAPTER TO KNOW: (A) WHERE HE IS COMING FROM. (B) WHAT CAPTIVATED THE 1960 "AUSTRALIAN AWAKENING." "DAVID KORESH!!" ALL ADVENTISM SHOT THROUGH WITH BABYLONISH LORE - KINSHIP - LESBIANS - ABORTIONS -

IS IT BY "BIBLE ALONE-???

THE LAST CHAPTER (If you are AWAKE!) lets the CAT OUT OF THE BAG - !!! "UNCONDITIONAL HATRED!" for ELLEN WHITE! (SM 1:48, SM 2:78.) leads to "THE JOURNAL OF BIBLICAL LITERATURE" GREER M. TAYLOR - HENRY CAMPBELL BLACK - "BLACK'S LAW DICTIONARY" - thus "MARTIN WEBER" and a DISHONORABLE MULTITUDE OF ADVENTIST THEOLOGIANS TAKE OFF as they give us "BABYLONISH LORE!"
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